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Cast of Characters

SPARKLETASIA: The most well-meaning of faeries, doesn’t fit in, orphan (the
woodland creatures have adopted them).
FAERIE GODMOTHER FUNFUL: Later we discover that FAERIE GODMOTHER is the
same person as SPARKLETASIA; they are reminiscing/looking back on their life.
*ENSEMBLE: Other assorted characters will be be played by various members of the
Ensemble, such as: HAHA HEDGEHOG (SPARKLETASIA’s ally/friend), ICK THE
KINKY ELF, DEKE THE DRAGON, DARK FAIRIES, GLITTERELLA, FRIENDS,
TEACHERS, OTHER FAIRIES.
Possible Breakdown of Ensemble
ELF/DARK FAIRY STARKLE/GOAL THE TROLL/FAIRY CHRIS SHANDROW/
CHEERY, UNKNOWING ELF AT FRONT DESK/RANDOM SUITOR #1/SURPRISE
ELF/EDIE THE ELF
FAIRY/DARK FAIRY/DARK FAIRY WARKLE/BAD TEACHER/SORCERESS/
RANDOM SUITOR #2/WENDY
HAHA HEDGEHOG/DARK FAIRY HARKLE/FAIRY FAROOSH/MEAN BOSS TROLL/
FAIRYMATE/PASTOR/WIZARD/RANDOM SUITOR #3/GLITTERELLA
FAIRIE GODMOTHER FUNFUL/GOOD TEACHER/TEACHER
*Everyone takes on the role of DEKE THE DRAGON, except for SPARKLETASIA.
*All roles are open to all genders.
*During all narration throughout the play, ENSEMBLE members act out what is being
said.
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Place
Fairetasma Forest

Time
Always
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Act I
Prologue
(Heart siren/alarm goes off)
GLITTERELLA/NARRATOR
Another heart in need.
WENDY/NARRATOR
Let’s synchronize our hearts.
FENODEREE/NARRATOR
Heart powers, activate.
(GLITTERELLA, WENDY and FENODEREE all press their chests together and hug, to
synchronize their heart beats)
GLITTERELLA/NARRATOR
When we fairies want to get in touch with another being,
WENDY/NARRATOR
we make their heartbeats beat in synchrony
FENODEREE/NARRATOR
with that creature or plant or whatever being it may be.
FAIRIE GODMOTHER FUNFUL/NARRATOR
Wishing you a fairious welcome to Fairetasma Forest.
GLITTERELLA/NARRATOR
Where the Time is Always.
WENDY/NARRATOR
Fairetasma Forest is on the unfair/unfae side of the faerie realm.
FENODEREE/NARRATOR
But when something is so unfair/unfae,
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GLITTERELLA/NARRATOR
sometimes,
FAIRIE GODMOTHER FUNFUL/NARRATOR
we have fun finding that sprinkle of sparkle in the sadscape of the unfair/unfae,
WENDY/NARRATOR
which a good fairy can shine on us
(SPARKLETASIA somehow appears and then disappears)
to save our hearts.
FENODEREE/NARRATOR
Within the fantastical foliage of Fairetasma Forest in the unfair/unfae realm, live:
FAIRIE GODMOTHER FUNFUL/NARRATOR
Dark Fairies, who have lost their light.
(ENSEMBLE act out what DARK FAIRIES are like, flying around)
FAIRIE GODMOTHER FUNFUL
and I am Fairie Godmother Funful.
And you might be wondering what a fairy is.
GLITTERELLA/NARRATOR
A good fairy helps us know that there is more to life than we can see.
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WENDY/NARRATOR
And injects others with happiness.
FENODEREE/NARRATOR
Fairies are all sensation,
GLITTERELLA/NARRATOR
so when they feel something,
WENDY/NARRATOR
they become whatever that thing is
FENODEREE/NARRATOR
and are fully alive.
WENDY/NARRATOR
There are only degrees of play in the lives of fairies;
GLITTERELLA/NARRATOR
nothing is work,
FENODEREE/NARRATOR
they take pleasure in everything they do
WENDY/NARRATOR
and everything they do is useful.
FENODEREE/NARRATOR
They are not limited by the opinions of others.
GLITTERELLA
Their public opinion is actually only good.
FAIRIE GODMOTHER FUNFUL
Fairies have natural friends, instead of natural enemies, like other creatures.
GLITTERELLA/NARRATOR
And, all creatures of any shapes, sizes and colors are embraced by all good
fairies.
WENDY/NARRATOR
Everyone is welcome to strap on a pair of wings.
FENODEREE/NARRATOR
No one is too big or small for wings.
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FAIRIE GODMOTHER FUNFUL/NARRATOR
Back to the murky depths of Fairetasma Forest…
(ENSEMBLE whirls into being DARK FAIRIES)
DARK FAIRY STARKLE
(so proud)
It’s the smallest town that ever was or will be.
DARK FAIRY WARKLE
(also proud)
And no one ever leaves.
DARK FAIRY HARKLE
(really proud)
Or changes.
DARK FAIRY STARKLE
But, there are other fairy towns that are actually bigger than any place else, scarrrry!
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DARK FAIRY WARKLE
(joyful)
In Fairetasma Forest, there are only straight and narrow and smooth roads that go
nowhere.
DARK FAIRY HARKLE
(rejoicing!)
And, there are no colors.
DARK FAIRY STARKLE
So we can get away with anything we like, because:
DARK FAIRY WARKLE
Fairetasma Forest is actually invisible to the rest of the world.
FAIRIE GODMOTHER FUNFUL
Because no one else desires to see it.
DARK FAIRY HARKLE
A Wrong Time Ago
FAIRIE GODMOTHER FUNFUL
Actually, it was A Just The Right Time Ago,
(Heart siren/alarm goes oﬀ)
DARK FAIRY STARKLE
A fairy came flying out of her mother.
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(SPARKLETASIA comes flying across the stage and runs into the other ENSEMBLE
members! And somehow she is much bigger than the other ENSEMBLE members)
SPARKLETASIA
Oh, sorry I knocked you all over!!!
I’m sorry! SO Sorry! Sorrysorrysorrrysorrrreeee!!!
(All ENSEMBLE MEMBERS are making fun of SPARKLETASIA)
DARK FAIRY WARKLE
She’s so spazzy
DARK FAIRY HARKLE
And stupid
DARK FAIRY STARKLE
And spooky
DARK FAIRY WARKLE
And.
FAIRIE GODMOTHER FUNFUL
(the ENSEMBLE MEMBERS can’t see or hear FAIRIE GODMOTHER FUNFUL)
Sophisticated.
ALL ENSEMBLE MEMBERS
Sparkletasia!
FAIRIE GODMOTHER FUNFUL
Sparkletasia is a good fairy; she is the most
DARK FAIRY STARKLE
(making fun)
authentic,
DARK FAIRY WARKLE
(making fun)
true,
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DARK FAIRY HARKLE
(making fun)
real
FAIRIE GODMOTHER FUNFUL
fairy,
DARK FAIRY STARKLE
The
DARK FAIRY WARKLE
(making fun)
Fairiest
DARK FAIRY HARKLE
of
DARK FAIRY STARKLE
Them
FAIRIE GODMOTHER FUNFUL
All!
SPARKLETASIA
But, I have always been too big for everybody in every way.
FAIRIE GODMOTHER FUNFUL
She almost didn’t make it out of her mother’s body; she was so big, she came very
close to not being born!
Her mother said:
DARK FAIRY WARKLE/pretending to be MOM
(Right after SPARKLETASIA is born)
I can’t deal with this; she’s too big, this is so embarrassing.
Fair well, fairy freak.
FAIRIE GODMOTHER FUNFUL
But, maybe, Sparkletasia wasn’t too big.
DARK FAIRY HARKLE
Perhaps her mom was too little.
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DARK FAIRY STARKLE
And her mom flew away, abandoning Sparkletasia who crawled to glitter…
(SPARKLETASIA crawls)
DARK FAIRY WARKLE
But, Sparkletasia’s mother didn’t get very far, before
(SPARKLETASIA’s MOM collapses)
FAIRIE GODMOTHER FUNFUL
Sparkletasia’s mother died later that day; birthing her was just too much for her being
to bear.
DARK FAIRY HARKLE
Sparkletasia was lost and found in one day, by the creatures of Fairetasma Forest, in a
field fresh with glitter.
DARK FAIRY STARKLE
For fairies find lost things and creatures all of the time.
DARK FAIRY WARKLE
It was the biggest glitter crop we’d ever had, the day that Sparkletasia was born.
(All of the ENSEMBLE MEMBERS harvest glitter)
DARK FAIRY HARKLE
Whoa, what is this?
DARK FAIRY STARKLE
There’s a fairyling in the glitter,
DARK FAIRY WARKLE
the largest fairyling I’ve ever seen!
(SPARKLETASIA rolls around in a field of glitter as a freshly born baby, ecstatic, like a
cat with catnip, laughing)
DARK FAIRY HARKLE
She likes the glitter too much; I have never seen someone so excited about anything!
DARK FAIRY STARKLE
She must be on potions
DARK FAIRY WARKLE
or
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DARK FAIRY HARKLE
under
DARK FAIRY STARKLE
a
DARK FAIRY WARKLE
spell!
SPARKLETASIA
Hi! I am Sparkletasia and I am so happy to be born!
(To all the fairies)
I like you!
Where’s my mom?
FAIRIE GODMOTHER FUNFUL
Well, spectacular one…
Your mother died.
(They hug)
SPARKLETASIA
(sobbing)
Ohhhh noooo, it’s all my fault, isn’t it?
FAIRIE GODMOTHER FUNFUL
No, fairy one, you did nothing wrong.
(DARK FAIRIES whirl into being NARRATORS)
GLITTERELLA/NARRATOR
And, sometimes
WENDY/NARRATOR
we have other mothers who get who we are.
FENODEREE/NARRATOR
Like fairy godmothers.
FAIRIE GODMOTHER FUNFUL
Who love allll of our glitter, wings and everything in your fairy heart.
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I am your Fairie Godmother Funful.
I will always love you.
And, you have been adopted by the shiny Feeorin family:
Wendy
(WENDY flutters, perhaps)
and
Fenoderee
(FENODEREE flies, perhaps)
and
their fairyling, Glitterella
(GLITTERELLA smiles and waves and throws fairy dust into the air, perhaps)
(ALL hug)
FAIRIE GODMOTHER FUNFUL
But!
The dark fairies of Fairetasma Forest were frazzling.
(ENSEMBLE whirls back into being DARK FAIRIES again)
DARK FAIRY HARKLE
We didn’t really want her around.
DARK FAIRY STARKLE
But, there was no one else to make fun of.
DARK FAIRY WARKLE
She’s our entertainment.
DARK FAIRY STARKLE
Yeah, we’re all the same.
DARK FAIRY WARKLE
Thank fairieness!

